Abstract. We propose an abstract framework for modeling state-based systems with internal behavior as e.g. given by silent or ǫ-transitions. Our approach employs monads with a parametrized fixpoint operator † to give a semantics to those systems and implement a sound procedure of abstraction of the internal transitions, whose labels are seen as the unit of a free monoid. More broadly, our approach extends the standard coalgebraic framework for state-based systems by taking into account the algebraic structure of the labels of their transitions. This allows to consider a wide range of other examples, including Mazurkiewicz traces for concurrent systems.
Introduction
The theory of coalgebras provides an elegant mathematical framework to express the semantics of computing devices: the operational semantics, which is usually given as a state machine, is modeled as a coalgebra for a functor; the denotational semantics as the unique map into the final coalgebra of that functor. While the denotational semantics is often compositional (as, for instance, ensured by the bialgebraic approach of [26] ), it is sometimes not fully-abstract, i.e, it discriminates systems that are equal from the point of view of an external observer. This is due to the presence of internal transitions (also called ǫ-transitions) that are not observable but that are not abstracted away by the usual coalgebraic semantics using the unique homomorphism into the final coalgebra.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of giving trace semantics to systems with internal transitions. Our approach stems from an elementary observation (pointed out in previous work, e.g. [25] ): the labels of transitions form a monoid and the internal transitions are those labeled by the unit of the monoid. Thus, there is an algebraic structure on the labels that needs to be taken into account when modeling the denotational semantics of those systems. To illustrate this point, consider the following two non-deterministic automata (NDA). The one on the left (that we call A) is an NDA with ǫ-transitions: its transitions are labeled either by the symbols of the alphabet A = {a, b, c} or by the empty word ǫ ∈ A * . The one on the right (that we call B) has transitions labeled by languages in P(A * ), here represented as regular expressions. The monoid structure on the labels is explicit on B, while it is less evident in A since the set of labels A ∪ {ǫ} does not form a monoid. However, this set can be trivially embedded into P(A * ) by looking at each symbols as the corresponding singleton language. For this reason each automaton with ǫ-transitions, like A, can be regarded as an automaton with transitions labeled by languages, like B. Furthermore, we can define the semantics of NDA with ǫ-transitions by defining the semantics of NDA with transitions labeled by languages: a word w is accepted by a state q if there is a path q L1 G G · · · Ln G G p where p is a final state, and there exist a decomposition w = w 1 · · · w n such that w i ∈ L i . Observe that, with this definition, A and B accept the same language: all words over A that end with a or c. In fact, B was obtained from A in a well-known process to compute the regular expression denoting the language accepted by a given automaton [16] .
We propose to define the semantics of systems with internal transitions following the same idea as in the above example. Given some transition type (i.e. an endofunctor) F , one first defines an embedding of F -systems with internal transitions into F * -system, where F * has been derived from F by making explicit the algebraic structure on the labels. Next one models the semantics of an F -system as the one of the corresponding F * -system e. Naively, one could think of defining the semantics of e as the unique map ! e into the final coalgebra for F * . However, this approach turns out to be too fine grained, essentially because it ignores the underlying algebraic structure on the labels of e. The same problem can be observed in the example above: B and the representation of A as an automaton with languages as labels have different final semantics-they accept the same language only modulo the equations of monoids.
Thus we need to extend the standard coalgebraic framework by taking into account the algebraic structure on labels. To this end, we develop our theory for systems whose transition type F * has a canonical fixpoint, i.e. its initial algebra and final coalgebra coincide. This is the case for many relevant examples, as observed in [14] . Our canonical fixpoint semantics will be given as the composite ¡ • ! e , where ! e is a coalgebra morphism given by finality and ¡ is an algebra morphism given by initiality. The target of ¡ will be an algebra for F * encoding the equational theory associated with the labels of F * -systems. Intuitively, ¡ being an algebra morphism, will take the quotient of the semantics given by ! e modulo those equations. Therefore the extension provided by ¡ is the technical feature allowing us to take into account the algebraic structure on labels.
To study the properties of our canonical fixpoint semantics, it will be convenient to formulate it as an operator e → e † assigning to systems (seen as sets of equations) a certain solution. Within the same perspective we will implement a different kind of solution e → e ‡ turning any system e with internal transitions into one e ‡ where those have been abstracted away. By comparing the operators e → e † and e → e ‡ , we will then be able to show that such a procedure (also called ǫ-elimination) is sound with respect to the canonical fixpoint semantics.
To conclude, we will explore further the flexibility of our framework. In particular, we will model the case in which the algebraic structure of the labels is quotiented under some equations, resulting in a coarser equivalence than the one given by the canonical fixpoint semantics. As a relevant example of this phenomenon, we give the first coalgebraic account of Mazurkiewicz traces.
Synopsis After recalling the necessary background in Section 2, we discuss our motivating examples-automata with ǫ-transitions and automata on words-in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to present the canonical fixpoint semantics and the sound procedure of ǫ-elimination. This framework is then instantiated to the examples of Section 3. Finally, in Section 5 we show how a quotient of the algebra on labels induces a coarser canonical fixpoint semantics. We propose Mazurkiewicz traces as a motivating example for such a construction. A full version of this paper with all proofs and extra material can be found in http://arxiv.org/abs/1402.4062.
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the basic notions we need for our abstract framework. We assume some familiarity with category theory. We will use boldface capitals C to denote categories, X, Y, . . . for objects and f, g, . . . for morphisms. We use Greek letters and double arrows, e.g. η : F ⇒ G, for natural transformations, monad morphisms and any kind of 2-cells. If C has coproducts we will denote them by X + Y and use inl, inr for the coproduct injections.
Monads
We recall the basics of the theory of monads, as needed here. For more information, see e.g. [20] . A monad is a functor T : C → C together with two natural transformations, a unit η : id C ⇒ T and a multiplication µ : T 2 ⇒ T , which are required to satisfy the following equations, for every X ∈ C:
is a natural transformation γ : T ⇒ S that preserves unit and multiplication:
A quotient of monads is a morphism of monads with epimorphic components.
Example 2.1. We briefly describe the examples of monads that we use in this paper.
1. Let C = Sets. The powerset monad P maps a set X to the set PX of subsets of X, and a function f : X → Y to Pf : PX → PY given by direct image. The unit is given by the singleton set map η X (x) = {x} and multiplication by union µ X (U ) = S∈U S. 2. Let C be a category with coproducts and E an object of C. The exception monad E is defined on objects as EX = E + X and on arrows f : X → Y as Ef = Id E + f . Its unit and multiplication are given on X ∈ C respectively as inr X : X → E + X and ∇ E + Id X : E + E + X → E + X, where ∇ E = [id E , id E ] is the codiagonal. When C = Sets, E can be thought as a set of exceptions and this monad is often used to encode computations that might fail throwing an exception chosen from the set E.
3. Let H be an endofunctor on a category C such that for every object X there exists a free H-algebra H * X on X (equivalently, an initial H + X-algebra) with the structure τ X : HH * X → H * X and universal morphism η X : X → H * X. Then as proved by Barr [7] (see also Kelly [18] ) H * : C → C is the functor part of a free monad on H with the unit given by the above η X and the multiplication given by the freeness of H * H * X: µ X is the unique H-algebra homomorphism from (H * H * X, τ H * X ) to (H * X, τ X ) such that µ X · η H * X = η X . Also notice that for a complete category every free monad arises in this way. Finally, for later use we fix the notation κ = τ · Hη : H ⇒ H * for the universal natural transformation of the free monad.
Given a monad M : C → C, its Kleisli category Kℓ(M ) has the same objects as C,
There is a forgetful functor U : Kℓ(T ) → C, sending X to T X and f to µ • T f . This functor has a left adjoint J, given by JX = X and Jf = η • f . The Kleisli category Kℓ(M ) inherits coproducts from the underlying category C. More precisely, for every objects X and Y their coproduct X + Y in C is also a coproduct in Kℓ(M ) with the injections Jinl and Jinr.
Distributive laws and liftings
The most interesting examples of the theory that we will present in Section 4 concern coalgebras for functors H : Kℓ(M ) → Kℓ(M ) that are obtained as liftings of endofunctors H on Sets. Formally, given a monad M :
The lifting of a monad (T, η, µ) is a monad ( T , η, µ) such that T is a lifting of T and η, µ are given on X ∈ Kℓ(M ) (i.e. X ∈ Sets) respectively as J(η X ) and J(µ X ).
A natural way of lifting functors and monads is by mean of distributive laws. A distributive law of a monad (T, In what follows we shall simply write H for the lifting of an endofunctor H.
Proposition 2.3 ([14]).
Let M : C → C be a monad and H : C → C be a functor with a lifting H :
In our examples, we will often consider the free monad (Example 2.1.3) H * generated by a lifted functor H. The following result will be pivotal.
Proposition 2.4.
Let H : C → C be a functor and M : C → C be a monad such that there is a lifting H :
Recall from [14] that for every polynomial endofunctor H on Sets there exists a canonical distributive law of H over any commutative monad M (equivalently, a canonical lifting of H to Kℓ(M )); this result was later extended to so-called analytic endofunctors of Sets (see [21] ). This can be used in our applications since the power-set functor P is commutative, and so is the exception monad E iff E = 1.
Cppo-enriched categories
For our general theory we are going to assume that we work in a category where the hom-sets carry a cpo structure. Recall that a cpo is a partially ordered set in which all ω-chains have a join. A cpo with bottom is a cpo with a least element ⊥. A function between cpos is called continuous if it preserves joins of ω-chains. Cpos with bottom and continuous maps form a category that we denote by Cppo.
A Cppo-enriched category C is a category where (a) each hom-set C(X, Y ) is a cpo with a bottom element ⊥ X,Y : X → Y and (b) composition is continuous, that is:
In our applications, C will mostly be a Kleisli category for a monad on Sets. Throughout this subsection we assume that C is a Cppo-enriched category.
An endofunctor H : C → C is said to be locally continuous if for any ω-chain f n : X → Y , n < ω in C(X, Y ) we have:
We are going to make use of the fact that a locally continuous endofunctor H on C has a canonical fixpoint, i.e. whenever its initial algebra exists it is also its final coalgebra: In the sequel, we will be interested in free algebras for a functor H on C and the free monad H * (cf. Example 2.1.3). For this observe that coproducts in C are always Cppoenriched, i.e. all copairing maps 
Final Coalgebras in Kleisli categories
In our applications the Cppo-enriched category will be the Kleisli category C = Kℓ(M ) of a monad on Sets and the endofunctors of interest are liftings H of endofunctors H on Sets. It is known that in this setting a final coalgebra for the lifting H can be obtained as a lifting of an initial H-algebra (see Hasuo et al. [14] (1) The functor H : Sets → Sets is supposed to preserve ω-colimits rather that being accessible. We use the assumption of accessibility because it guarantees the existence of all free algebras for H and for H, which implies also that for all Y ∈ Kℓ(M ) an initial H * (Id + Y )-algebra exists. This property of H * will be needed for applying our framework of Section 4.
(2) We assume that the lifting H : Kℓ(M ) → Kℓ(M ) is locally continuous rather than locally monotone. We will need continuity to ensure the double dagger law in Remark 2.9. This assumption is not really restrictive since, as explained in Section 3.3.1 of [14] , in all the meaningful examples where H is locally monotone, it is also locally continuous.
Example 2.8 (NDA).
Consider the powerset monad P (Example 2.1.1) and the functor HX = A × X + 1 on Sets (with 1 = { }). The functor H lifts to H on Kℓ(P) as follows: for any f :
Non-deterministic automata (NDA) over the input alphabet A can be regarded as coalgebras for the functor H : Kℓ(P) → Kℓ(P). Consider, on the left, a 3-state NDA, where the only final state is marked by a double circle.
It can be represented as a coalgebra e : X → HX, that is a function e : X → P(A × X + 1), given above on the right, which assigns to each state x ∈ X a set which: contains if x is final; and a, y for all transitions x a − → y.
It is easy to see that M = P and H above satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.7 and therefore both the final H-coalgebra and the initial H-algebra are the lifting of the initial algebra for the functor HX = A × X + 1, given by A * with structure ι : A × A * + 1 → A * which maps a, w to aw and to ǫ. For an NDA (X, e), the final coalgebra homomorphism ! e : X → A * is the function X → PA * that maps every state in X to the language that it accepts. In Kℓ(P):
aw ∈ !e(x) ⇔ for some y ∈ X, (a, y) ∈ e(x) and w ∈ !e(y)
Monads with Fixpoint Operators
In order to develop our theory of systems with internal behavior, we will adopt an equational perspective on coalgebras. In the sequel we recall some preliminaries on this viewpoint. Let T : C → C be a monad on any category C. Any morphism e : X → T (X + Y ) (i.e. a coalgebra for the functor T (Id + Y )) may be understood as a system of mutually recursive equations. In our applications we are interested in the case where C = Kℓ(M ) and T = H * is a (lifted) free monad. As in the example of NDA (Example 2.8) take M = P and HX = 1 + A × X. Now, set T X = A * + A * × X and consider the following system of mutually recursive equations
where x 0 , x 1 ∈ X are recursion variables, y ∈ Y is a parameter and a, b, c, d ∈ A. A solution assigns to each of the two variables x 0 , x 1 an element of P(T Y ) such that the formal equations ≈ become actual identities in Kℓ(P):
Observe that the above system of equations corresponds to an equation morphism e : X → T (X + Y ) and the solution to a morphism e † : X → T Y , both in Kℓ(M ). The property that e † is a solution for e is expressed by the following equation in Kℓ(M ):
So e → e † is a parametrized fixpoint operator, i.e. a family of fixpoint operators indexed by parameter sets Y .
Remark 2.9. In our applications we shall need a certain equational property of the operator e → e † : for all Y ∈ C and equation morphism e : X → T (X + X + Y ), the following equation, called double dagger law, holds:
This and other laws of parametrized fixpoint operators have been studied by Bloom and Esik in the context of iteration theories [8] . A closely related notion is that of Elgot monads [2, 3] .
Example 2.10 (Least fixpoint solutions).
Let T : C → C be a locally continuous monad on the Cppo-enriched category C. Then T is equipped wi th a parametrized fixpoint operator obtained by taking least fixpoints: given a morphism e :
Then Φ e is continuous and we take e † to be the least fixpoint of Φ e . Since e † = Φ e (e † ), equation (1) holds, and it follows from the argument in Theorem 8.2.15 and Exercise 8.2.17 in [8] that the operator e → e † satisfies the axioms of iteration theories (or Elgot monads, respectively). In particular the double dagger law holds for the least fixpoint operator e → e † .
Motivating examples
The work of [14] bridged a gap in the theory of coalgebras: for certain functors, taking the final coalgebra directly in Sets does not give the right notion of equivalence. For instance, for NDA, one would obtain bisimilarity instead of language equivalence. The change to Kleisli categories allowed the recovery of the usual language semantics for NDA and, more generally, led to the development of coalgebraic trace semantics.
In the Introduction we argued that there are relevant examples for which this approach still yields the unwanted notion of equivalence, the problem being that it does not consider the extra algebraic structure on the label set. In the sequel, we motivate the reader for the generic theory we will develop by detailing two case studies in which this phenomenon can be observed: NDA with ǫ-transitions and NDA with word transitions. Later on, in Example 5.7, we will also consider Mazurkiewicz traces [19] .
NDA with ǫ-transitions. In the world of automata, ǫ-transitions are considered in order to enable easy composition of automata and compact representations of languages. These transitions are to be interpreted as the empty word when computing the language accepted by a state. Consider, on the left, the following simple example of an NDA with ǫ-transitions, where states x and y just make ǫ transitions. The intended semantics in this example is that all states accept words in a * .
?> =< 89 :;
Note that, more explicitly, these are just NDA where the alphabet has a distinguished symbol ǫ. So, they are coalgebras for the functor H + Id : Kℓ(P) → Kℓ(P) (where H is the functor of Example 2.8), i.e. functions e : X → P((A × X + 1) + X) ∼ = P((A + 1) × X + 1), as made explicit for the above automaton in the middle. The final coalgebra for H + Id is simply (A + 1) * and the final map ! e : X → (A + 1) * assigns to each state the language in (A + 1) * that it accepts. However, the equivalence induced by ! e is too fine grained: for the automata above, ! e maps x, y and z to three different languages (on the right), where the number of ǫ plays an explicit role, but the intended semantics should disregard ǫ's.
NDA with word transitions. This is a variation on the motivating example of the introduction: instead of languages, transitions are labeled by words 4 . Formally, consider again the functor H from Example 2.8. Then NDA with word transitions are coalgebras for the functor H * : Kℓ(P) → Kℓ(P), that is, functions e : X → P(A * × X + A * ) ∼ = P(A * × (X + 1)). We observe that they are like NDA but (1) transitions are labeled by words in A * , rather than just symbols of the alphabet A, and (2) states have associated output languages, rather than just . We will draw them as ordinary automata plus an arrow L ⇒ to denote the output language of a state (no ⇒ stands for the empty language). For an example, consider the following word automaton and associated transition function e.
More generally, one could consider labels from an arbitrary monoid.
The semantics of NDA with word transitions is given by languages over A, obtained by concatenating the words in the transitions and ending with a word from the output language. For instance, x above accepts word abc but not ab. However, if we consider the final coalgebra semantics we again have a mismatch. The initial H * -algebra has carrier (A * ) * × A * that can be represented as the set of nonempty lists of words over A * , where (A * ) * indicates possibly empty lists of words. Its structure ι :
Here, we use to denote the empty list and :: is the append operation. By Theorem 2.7, the final H * -coalgebra has the same carrier and structure Jι −1 . The final map, as a function ! e : X → P((A * ) * × A * ), is then defined by commutativity of the following square (in Kℓ(P)):
Once more, the semantics given by ! e is too fine grained: in the above example, ! e (x) = {([a, b], c)} and ! e (u) = {([ǫ, ab], c)} whereas the intended semantics would equate both x and u, since they both accept the language {abc}.
Note that any NDA can be regarded as word automaton. Recall the natural transformation κ : H ⇒ H * defined in Example 2.1.3: for the functor H of NDA,
Composing an NDA e : X → HX with κ X : HX → H * X, one obtains the word automaton κ X • e.
In the same way, every NDA with ǫ-transitions can also be seen as a word automaton by postcomposing with the natural transformation [κ, η] : H + Id ⇒ H * . Here, η : Id ⇒ H * is the unit of the free monad H * defined on a given set X below (the multiplication µ : H * H * ⇒ H * is shown on the right).
In the next section, we propose to define the semantics of H * -coalgebras via a canonical fixpoint operator rather than with the final map which as we saw above might yield unwanted semantics. Then, using the observation above, the semantics of H-coalgebras and H + Id-coalgebras will be defined by embedding them into H * -coalgebras via the natural transformations κ and [κ, η] described above.
Canonical Fixpoint Solutions
In this section we lay the foundations of our approach. A construction is introduced assigning canonical solutions to coalgebras seen as equation morphisms (cf. Section 2.5) in a Cppo-enriched setting. We will be working under the following assumptions.
Assumption 4.1. Let C be a Cppo-enriched category with coproducts and composition left-strict. Let T be a locally continuous monad on C such that, for all object Y , an initial algebra for T (Id + Y ) exists.
As seen in Example 2.10, in this setting an equation morphism e : X → T (X + Y ) may be given the least solution. Here, we take a different approach, exploiting the initial algebra-final coalgebra coincidence of Theorem 2.5.
For every parameter object Y ∈ C, the endofunctor T (Id + Y ) is a locally continuous monad because it is the composition of T with the (locally continuous) exception monad Id+Y . Thus, by Theorem 2.5 applied to T (Id+Y ), the initial
This allows us to associate with any equation morphism e : X → T (X +Y ) a canonical morphism of type X → T Y as in the following diagram.
In ( 
We call the composite ¡ • ! e : X → T Y the canonical fixpoint solution of e. In the following we check that the canonical fixpoint solution is indeed a solution of e, in fact, it coincides with the least solution. We now introduce a factorisation result on the operator e → e † , which is useful for comparing solutions provided by different monads connected via a monad morphism. 
where e † is provided by the canonical fixpoint solution for T and (γ X+Y • e) † by the one for T ′ .
A Theory of Systems with Internal Behavior
We now use canonical fixpoint solutions to provide an abstract theory of systems with internal behavior, that we will later instantiate to the motivating examples of Section 3.
Throughout this section, we will develop our framework for the following ingredients.
Assumption 4.5. Let C be a Cppo-enriched category with coproducts and composition left-strict and let F : C → C be a locally continuous functor for which all free F -algebras exist. Consider the following two monads derived from F :
-the free monad F * : C → C (cf. Example 2.1.3), for which we suppose that an initial F * (Id + Y )-algebra exists for all Y ∈ C; -for a fixed X ∈ C, the exception monad F X + Id : C → C (cf. Example 2.1.2), for which we suppose that an initial F X + Id + Y -algebra exists for all Y ∈ C.
In the next proposition we verify that the construction introduced in the previous section applies to the two monads of Assumption 4.5. To avoid ambiguity, we denote with e → e † the canonical fixpoint operator associated with F * and with e → e ‡ the one associated with F X + Id. We will employ the additional structure of those two monads for the analysis of Fsystems with internal transitions. An F -system is simply an F -coalgebra e : X → F X, where we take the operational point of view of seeing X as a space of states and F as the transition type of e. An F -system with internal transitions is an (F + Id)-coalgebra e : X → F X + X, where the component X of the codomain is targeted by those transitions representing the internal (non-interacting) behavior of system e.
A key observation for our analysis is that F -systems-with or without internal transitions-enjoy a standard representation as F * -systems, that is, coalgebras of the form e : X → F * X. -Given an F -system e : X → F X, defineē : X → F * X as
-Given an F -system with internal transitions e :
Thus F -systems (with or without internal transitions) may be seen as equation morphisms X → F * (X +0) for the monad F * (with the initial object Y = 0 as parameter), with solutions by canonical fixpoint (cf. Section 2.5). This will allow us to achieve the following. §1 We supply a uniform trace semantics for F -systems, possibly with internal transitions, and F * -systems, based on the canonical fixpoint solution operator of F * . §2 We use the canonical fixpoint operator of F X + Id to transform any F -system e : X → F X + X with internal transitions into an F -system e \ ǫ : X → F X without internal transitions. §3 We prove that the transformation of §2 is sound with respect to the semantics of §1. §1: Uniform trace semantics. The canonical fixpoint semantics of F -systems, with or without internal transitions, and F * -systems is defined as follows. 
Definition 4.8 (Canonical Fixpoint Semantics
-For an F -system with internal transitions e : X → F X + X, its semantics
The underlying intuition of Definition 4.8 is that canonical fixpoint solutions may be given an operational understanding. Given an F * -system e : X → F * X, its solution e † : X → F * 0 is formally defined as the composite ¡ • ! e (cf. (3)): we can see the coalgebra morphism ! e as a map that gives the behavior of system e without taking into account the structure of labels and the algebra morphism ¡ as evaluating this structure, e.g. flattening words of words, using the initial algebra µ 0 : F * F * 0 → F * 0 for the monad F * . In particular, the action of ¡ is what makes our semantics suitable for modeling "algebraic" operations on internal transitions such as ǫ-elimination, as we will see in concrete instances of our framework.
Remark 4.9. The canonical fixpoint semantics of Definition 4.8 encompasses the framework for traces in [14] , where the semantics of an F -system e : X → F X-without internal transitions-is defined as the unique morphism ! e from X into the final Fcoalgebra F * 0. Indeed, using finality of F * 0, it can be shown that ! e = [[e]]. Theorem 4.10 below guarantees compatibility with Assumption 4.5.
The following result is instrumental in our examples and in comparing our theory with the one developed in [14] for trace semantics in Kleisli categories. 
Observe that the above diagram is just (3) instantiated with T = H * and Y = 0. Moreover, this diagram is in Kℓ(P) and hence the explicit definition of e † as a function X → P(A * ) is given by e † (x) = P(¡)(! e (x)). Both ! e and ¡ can be defined uniquely by the commutativity of the above diagram. We have already defined ! e in diagram (2) and the definition of ¡ is given in the righthand square of the above diagram. The isomorphism in the middle and µ 0 were defined in Section 3.
Using the above formula e † (x) = P(¡)(! e (x)) we now have the semantics of e:
w ∈ e † (x) ⇔ w ∈ e(x) or ∃ y∈X,w1,w2∈A * (w 1 , y) ∈ e(x), w 2 ∈ e † (y) and w = w 1 w 2 .
This definition is precisely the language semantics: a word w is accepted by a state x if there exists a decomposition w = w 1 · · · w n such that
Take again the automaton of the motivating example. We can calculate the semantics and observe that we now get exactly what was expected: e † (u) = e † (v). 
The key role played by the monad structure on A * can be appreciated by comparing the graphs of ! e and e † = ¡ • ! e as in the example above. The algebra morphism ¡ : (A * ) * × A * → A * maps values from the initial algebra (A * ) * × A * for the endofunctor H * into the initial algebra A * for the monad H * : its action is precisely to take into account the additional equations encoded by the algebraic theory of the monad H * . For instance, we can see the mapping of ! e (u) = {([ǫ, ab], c)} into the word abc as the result of concatenating the words ǫ, ab, c and then quotienting out of the equation ǫabc = abc in the monoid A * . 
Remark 4.12 (Multiple Solutions
where η and κ are defined as at the end of Section 3. By using (5), it can be easily checked that the semantics [[e]] =ē † : X → PA * maps x, y and z into a * . §2: Elimination of internal transitions. We view an F -system e : X → F X +X with internal transitions as an equation morphism for the monad F X + Id, with parameter Y = 0. Thus we can use the canonical fixpoint solution of F X + Id to obtain an Fsystem e ‡ : X → F X + 0 = F X, which we denote by e\ǫ. The construction is depicted below.
Example 4.14 (ǫ-elimination). Using the automaton of Example 4.13, we can perform ǫ-elimination, as defined in (6), using the canonical solution for the monad HJX + Id:
We obtain the following NDA e\ǫ Remark 4.15. Note that ǫ-elimination was recently defined using a trace operator on a Kleisli category [13, 24, 5] . These works are based on the trace semantics of Hasuo et al. [14] and tailored for ǫ-elimination. They do not take into account any algebraic structure of the labels and are hence not applicable to the other examples we consider in this paper. §3: Soundness of ǫ-elimination. We now formally prove that the canonical fixpoint semantics of e and e\ǫ coincide. To this end, first we show how the construction e → e\ǫ can be expressed in terms of the canonical fixpoint solution of F * . This turns out to be an application of the factorisation lemma (Proposition 4.4), for which we introduce the natural transformation π :
Since F * is a monad with canonical fixpoint solutions, it can be verified that so is F * (X + Id). Moreover, π is a monad morphism between F X + Id and F * (X + Id). These observations allow us to prove the following.
Proposition 4.16 (Factorisation property of e → e\ǫ).
For any F -system e : X → F X + X with internal transitions, consider the equation morphism π X • e : X → F * (X + X). Then:
Proof. This follows simply by an application of Proposition 4.4 to e\ǫ = e ‡ and γ = π with Y = 0.
⊓ ⊔
We are now in position to show point §3: soundness of ǫ-elimination.
Theorem 4.17 (Eliminating internal transitions is sound).
For any F -system e : X → F X + X with internal transitions,
Proof. The statement is shown by the following derivation.
[ 
Quotient Semantics
When considering behavior of systems it is common to encounter spectrums of successively coarser equivalences. For instance, in basic process algebra trace equivalence can be obtained by quotienting bisimilarity with an axiom stating the distributivity of action prefixing by non-determinism [23] . There are many more examples of this phenomenon, including Mazurkiewicz traces, which we will describe below. In this section we develop a variant of the canonical fixpoint semantics, where we can encompass in a uniform manner behaviors which are quotients of the canonical behaviors of the previous section (that is, the object F * 0).
Assumption 5.1. Let C, F , F * and F X + Id be as in Assumption 4.5 and γ : F * ⇒ Q a monad quotient for some monad Q. Moreover, suppose that for all Y ∈ C an initial Q(Id + Y )-algebra exists.
Observe that, as Assumption 5.1 subsumes Assumption 4.5, we are within the framework of previous section, with the canonical fixpoint solution of F * providing semantics for F * -and F -systems. For our extension, one is interested in Q0 as a semantic domain coarser than F * 0 and we aim at defining an interpretation for F -systems in Q0. To this aim, we first check that Q has canonical fixpoint solutions. 
. Then Assumption 4.1 holds for C and Q, meaning that Q is a monad with canonical fixpoint solutions (which satisfy the double dagger law by Corollary 4.3).
We use the notation e → e ∼ for the canonical fixpoint operator of Q. This allows us to define the semantics of Q-systems, analogously to what we did for F * -systems in Definition 4.8. Moreover, the connecting monad morphism γ : F * ⇒ Q yields an extension of this semantics to include also systems of transition type F * and F .
Definition 5.3 (Quotient Semantics).
The quotient semantics of F -systems, with or without internal transitions, F * -systems and Q-systems is defined as follows.
-For a Q-system e : X → QX, its semantics [[e]] ∼ : X → Q0 is defined as e ∼ (note that e can be regarded as an equation morphism for Q with Y = 0).
∼ .
-For an F -system e-with or without internal transitions-its semantics 
Proposition 5.4 (Factorisation for the quotient semantics)
. Let e be either an F * -system or an F -system (with or without internal transitions). Then:
As a corollary we obtain that eliminating internal transitions is sound also for quotient semantics.
Corollary 5.5. For any F -system e : X → F X + X with internal transitions,
The quotient semantics can be formulated in a Kleisli category Kℓ(M ) by further assuming (c) below. This is needed to lift a quotient of monads from Sets to Kℓ(M ). 
Then the following hold:
* , HJX + Id (for a given set X), R and ξ : H * ⇒ R satisfy Assumption 5.1.
Notice that condition (c) and the first part of statement 1 are related to [9, Theorem 1]; however, that paper treats distributive laws of monads over endofunctors.
Example 5.7 (Mazurkiewicz traces)
. This example, using a known equivalence in concurrency theory, illustrates the use of the quotient semantics developed in Section 5.
The trace semantics proposed by Mazurkiewicz [19] accounts for concurrent actions. Intuitively, let A be the action alphabet and a, b ∈ A. We will call a and b concurrent, and write a ≡ b, if the order in which these actions occur is not relevant. This means that we equate words that only differ in the order of these two actions, e.g. uabv and ubav denote the same Mazurkiewicz trace.
To obtain the intended semantics of Mazurkiewicz traces we use the quotient semantics defined above 6 . In particular, for Mazurkiewisz traces one considers a symmetric and irreflexive "independence" relation I on the label set A. Let ≡ be the least congruence relation on the free monoid A * such that
We now have two monads on Sets, namely
There is the canonical quotient of monads ξ : H * ⇒ R given by identifying words of the same ≡-equivalence class. It can be checked that those data satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.6 and thus we are allowed to apply the quotient semantics [[−]] ∼ . This will be given on an NDA e : X → HX by first embedding it into H * asē = κ X • e : X → H * X and then into R as ξ X •ē : X → RX. To this morphism we apply the canonical fixpoint operator of R to obtain ( ξ X •ē)
∼ , that is, 
Discussion
The framework introduced in this paper provides a uniform way to express the semantics of systems with internal behaviour via canonical fixpoint solutions. Moreover, these solutions are exploited to eliminate internal transitions in a sound way, i.e., preserving the semantics. We have shown our approach at work on NDA with ǫ-transitions but, by virtue of Theorem 4.10, it also covers all the examples in [14] (like probabilistic systems) and more (like the weighted automata on positive reals of [24] ). It is worth noticing that, in principle, our framework is applicable also to examples that do not arise from Kleisli categories. Indeed the theory of Section 4 is formulated for a general category C: Assumption 4.5 only requires C to be Cppo-enriched and the monad T to be locally continuous. The role of these assumptions is two-fold: (a) ensuring the initial algebra-final coalgebra coincidence and (b) guaranteeing that the canonical fixpoint operator e → e † satisfies the double dagger law. If (a) implies (b),
we could have formulated our theory just assuming the coincidence of initial algebra and final coalgebra and without any Cppo-enrichment. Condition (a) holds for some interesting examples not based on Kleisli categories, e.g. for examples in the category of join semi-lattices. Therefore it is of relevance to investigate the following question: given a monad T with initial algebra-final coalgebra coincidence, under which conditions does the canonical fixpoint solution provided by T satisfy the double dagger law? As a concluding remark, let us recall that our original question concerned the problem of modeling the semantics of systems where labels carry an algebraic structure. In this paper we have mostly been focusing on automata theory, but there are many other examples in which the information carried by the labels has relevance for the semantics of the systems under consideration: in logic programming labels are substitutions of terms; in (concurrent) constraint programming they are elements of a lattice; in process calculi they are actions representing syntactical contexts and in tile systems [12] they are morphisms in a category. We believe that our approach provides various insights towards a coalgebraic semantics for these computational models.
A Proofs of Section 2
In this appendix, we show the proofs of Proposition 2.4 and 2.6. The proofs of the other results shown in Section 2 can be found in the referred literature. Proof. Let λ : HM → M H be the distributive law of the functor H over the monad M corresponding to the lifting H (see Proposition 2.2). For an object X, we define
MηX y y t t t t t t t t t HM H
By diagram chasing, one can show that γ : H * M ⇒ M H * is a distributive law of the monad H * over the monad M and, by Proposition 2.2, we have a lifting
For proving H * = H * , take α X : H(H * (X)) + X → H * (X) to be the initial H(−) + X-algebra and observe that J(α) is the initial H(−) + X-algebra (Proposition 2.3). The fact that the units and the multiplications of H * and H * coincide is immediately proved by functoriality of J.
⊓ ⊔ Proposition 2.6. Let C be Cppo-enriched with composition left-strict. Furthermore, let H : C → C be locally continuous and assume that all free H-algebras exist. Then the free monad H * is locally continuous.
Proof. First recall that H * X is a free H-algebra with the structure τ X and the universal morphism η X (cf. Example 2.1(5)). Equivalently, α X = [τ X , η X ] : H(H * X) + X → H * X is an initial algebra for H(−) + X. Given a morphism f : X → Y , H * f is defined by initiality; more precisely, H * f is the unique morphism such that the following diagram commutes:
B Proofs of Section 4
In this appendix, we report the proofs of the results stated in Section 4, apart from Theorem 4.10 that we prove separately in the next appendix. 
We now show by induction on n that e † n = d n • c n :
-for n = 0, by left-strictness of composition we have
-For the inductive step, consider the following derivation:
The statement of the Proposition amounts to show that the top face of the diagram commutes, that is,
We are going to prove (9) by exploiting the initiality of I Y and finality of I ′ Y . For this purpose, it is convenient to make the following observation: 
By observation ( * ), I ′ Y has a T (Id + Y )-algebra structure and thus by initiality there is a unique T (Id + Y )-algebra morphism a : I Y → I ′ Y . Then our claim (9) reduces to the commutativity of the following diagram.
We address commutativity of 1 and of 2 separately.
-1 -By observation ( * ), T ′ Y has also a T (Id + Y )-algebra structure. Then, by initiality of I Y , for commutativity of 1 it suffices to show that γ Y •¡ and ¡ ′ •a are T (Id+Y )-algebra morphisms. For this purpose, first observe that by construction ¡ and a are T (Id+Y )-algebra morphism and the same for ¡ ′ in virtue of observation ( * ). Hence it suffices to prove that also γ Y is a T (Id + Y )-algebra morphism. That is given by commutativity of the following diagram
y y where X and Y commute because γ is a monad morphism and Z by naturality of γ.
-2 -To show that also 2 in (10) commutes, we first check that a :
In the diagram above, the pentagon with angle U commutes because a is a T (Id + Y )-algebra morphism, whereas the pentagon with angle V commutes by naturality of γ applied to the maps T (a + id Y ) and T ′ (a + id Y ). To conclude, observe that ! e ′ (by construction) and ! e (by observation ( * )) are also Proof. We check that the two monads satisfy Assumption 4.1. For all Y ∈ C, the condition on the existence of initial algebras for the endofunctors F * (Id+Y ) and F X + Id + Y is already guaranteed by Assumption 4.5. It remains to show local continuity. As F is locally continuous and all free F -algebras exist, the monad F * is also locally continuous by Proposition 2.6. Local continuity of F X + id is immediate by the fact that all copairing maps
⊓ ⊔ Proposition 4.16 (Factorisation property of e → e\ǫ). For any F -system e : X → F X + X with internal transitions, consider the equation morphism π X • e : X → F * (X + X). Then:
Proof. Let us use the notation e → e • for the canonical fixpoint solution operator of F * (X + Id). We now apply Proposition 4.4 to show that solutions of F * (X + Id) factorize through the ones of F X + Id. The connecting monad morphism is π : F X + Id → F * (X + Id), defined above. Proposition 4.4 yields the following factorisation property: ( * ) for any Y, Z ∈ C and equation morphism e :
, where e ‡ : Z → F X + Y is the solution provided by F X + id to e.
If we fix Z = X and Y = 0, then ( * ) says: for any F -system e : X → F X + X with internal computation, consider the equation morphism (π X+0 • e : X) → F * (X + X + 0) for F * (X + Id) with parameter Y = 0. Then the following diagram commutes:
To conclude our argument, we observe that the the system π X+0 • e : X → F * (X + X + 0) can be also seen as an equation for F * with parameter Y = X + 0. This means that also F * provides a solution to such equation, which can be checked to coincide with the one given by
Then the main statement is proven by be the following derivation:
Its connecting morphisms u i,j : H i X → H j X are uniquely determined by
is the colimit cocone for limit ordinals j.
Indeed, this defines an ordinal indexed chain uniquely (up to isomorphism). The "missing" connecting maps are determined by the universal property of colimits, e.g. u ω,ω+1 is unique such that u ω,ω+1 · u i+1,ω = u i+1,ω+1 = Hu i,ω for all i < ω. Now suppose that H preserves λ-filtered colimits. Then u λ,λ+1 is an isomorphism and one can show that H λ X is a free H-algebra on X with the structure and universal morphism given by u −1 λ,λ+1 . (3) As we saw previously, the assignment of a free H-algebra on X to any object X yields a free monad on H; thus, in item (2) above we have H * = H λ . Now notice that the construction in the previous point can be written object free; we obtain H * after λ steps of the following chain in the category of endofunctors on C:
The connecting natural transformations H i ⇒ H j have the components described as connecting morphisms in item (2) . As a consequence we see that if H is accessible then so is H * ; indeed, all H i preserve λ-filtered colimits if H does.
The next Proposition is instrumental in relating accessiblity of an endofunctor with the existence of initial algebras for its lifting. Proposition C.2. Let C a cocomplete category, M : C → C be a monad and G : C → C be an accessible endofunctor with a lifting G : Kℓ(M ) → Kℓ(M ). Then for all X ∈ Kℓ(M ) both the initial G(Id + X)-algebra and the initial G(Id) + X-algebra exist.
Proof. As the left adjoint J : C → Kℓ(M ) is defined as the identity on objects, without loss of generality we can prove our statement for an object JY ∈ Kℓ(M ), where Y ∈ C.
First we observe that the endofunctor Y + Id : C → C (cf. Example 2.1.2) always has a lifting to Kℓ(M ). Indeed, because the left adjoint J : C → Kℓ(M ) preserves coproducts, we have The next step is to use accessibility to get initial algebras in C that will be then lifted to Kℓ(M ). To this aim, we observe that both functors G(Id) + Y : C → C and G(Id + Y ) : C → C are accessible, because the functor Y + Id is clearly accessible and G is assumed to have this property.
Thus as observed in Remark C.1. (2) Proof. Since Kℓ(M ) inherits coproducts from Sets, we only need to check the following properties:
1. all free H-algebras exist; 2. for all Y ∈ Kℓ(M ), the initial H * (Id + Y )-algebra exists; 3. for all Y ∈ Kℓ(M ), the initial HJX + Id + Y -algebra exists.
In virtue of Proposition C.2, the three properties are implied respectively by the following statements: This concludes the proof of the three properties above.
⊓ ⊔
D Proofs of Section 5
In this appendix, we report the proofs of the results stated in Section 5, apart from Theorem 5.6 that we prove separately in the next appendix. Finally, we can prove Theorem 5.6. The following lemma provides sufficient conditions for lifting the quotient of an endofunctor to Kℓ(M ).
Proof. Clearly the functor H : Sets → Sets is accessible. The remaining properties of H and of the monad P : Sets → Sets are as in Theorem 2.7 and have been already verified in [14] . Thus it remains to show that the quotient ξ : H * ⇒ R satisfies condition (c) of Theorem 5.6. For this purpose, fix X ∈ Sets. The desired morphism λ
